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Preface
FEATURES

Operations and supply chain management is an exciting and vital field in today’s com-
plex business world. Therefore, students in both MBA and undergraduate courses have an 
urgent need to understand operations—an essential function in every business.

This textbook on Operations Management in the Supply Chain emphasizes decision 
making in operations with a supply chain orientation. The text provides materials of inter-
est to general business students and operations and supply chain management majors. By 
stressing cross-functional decision making, the text provides a unique and current business 
perspective for all students. This is the first text to incorporate cross-functional decision 
making in every chapter, which provides more relevance for non-majors.

The book is organized into five unique sections to help students understand the key types 
of decisions made by operations and supply chain managers. See the illustration below.

Introduction
1. Process design
 - How to get work done?
2. Quality
 - How to satisfy customers?
3. Capacity and scheduling
 - When and how much work to do?
4. Inventory
 - How to manage parts and products?
5. Supply chain decisions
 - How to manage across organizations?

The text provides a balanced treatment of both service and manufacturing firms. Many 
books give only cursory treatment to service operations.

The most current knowledge is incorporated, including global operations, supply chain 
management, service blueprinting, competency-based strategy, Six Sigma, lean systems, 
3D printing, blockchain technology, artificial intelligence, analytics, sustainability, and sup-
ply chain risk. Complete coverage is also provided on traditional topics, including process 
design, service systems, quality management, ERP, inventory control, and scheduling.

Decision-making framework for operations in the supply chain.

The Firm
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Chain

Decisions

Human
Resources Finance
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Information
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vi Preface

While covering the concepts of operations and supply chain management in 18  chapters, 
the book also provides 19 case studies. A key feature of this book is learning how operations 
issues are tackled in real situations. The cases are intended to strengthen problem formula-
tion skills and illustrate the concepts presented in the text. Long and short case studies are 
included. The cases are not just large problems or examples; rather, they are substantial man-
agement case studies, including some from Amazon, 3M, Mayo Clinic, and Polaris Industries.

The softcover edition with fewer pages than most introductory books covers all the essen-
tials students need to know about operations management in the supply chain, leaving out only 
superfluous and tangential topics. By limiting the size of the book, we have condensed the 
material to the basics. The book is also available in Connect and LearnSmart digital versions.

This book is ideal for regular operations and supply chain management courses and also 
case courses and modular courses. It is particularly useful for those who desire a cross-
functional and decision-making perspective that reaches across the supply chain. Instructors 
can easily supplement the text with their own cases, readings, or course materials as desired.

The Connect Library and Instructor Resources contain 22 Excel templates designed to 
assist in solving analytic problems at the end of chapters and the case studies. These resources 
also contain technical chapters on linear programming, simulation, transportation method, and 
queuing, which can be assigned by the instructor, if desired. Using these resources covers 
all the main analytics in operations and supply chain management. The resources also have 
  PowerPoint slides, a solutions manual, and the test bank. Access to these resources can be 
obtained from your McGraw-Hill sales representative or directly in the Connect Library.

Walkthrough of Key Learning Features

∙ Over forty Operations Leader boxes are included in the chapters to illustrate current 
practices implemented by leading firms

Confirming Pages
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68 Part Two Process Design

design of the eyewear by taking a digital photo of the customer and recommending a style 
of lenses that fits the customer’s face. An optometrist then adjusts the lenses to fit the cus-
tomer’s preference. Finally, the customer selects options for nose bridges, hinges, and arms 
for the frame. The customer receives a photo of the proposed eyewear. Finally, a technician 
makes the lenses and frames at the store within one hour.

There are three forms of mass customization:

 1. Modular production and assemble-to-order (ATO).
 2. Fast changeover (nearly zero setup time between orders).
 3. Postponement of options.

Modular production can provide a variety of options by using an assemble-to-order 
process. For example, when Dell receives a computer order, the company assembles stan-
dard modules or components rapidly to fulfill the customer’s order. The order is then 
shipped and the customer receives it in a few days. But this requires modular design, as 
well as modular production. Dell also uses the same process to make standard computers 
for stock and shipment to retail stores.

Fast changeover is the form of mass customization used by Paris Miki for its glasses, 
where moving from one customer order to the next is very quick, with little or no setup 
between them. In this case, it is critical that each order is uniquely identified by a bar code, 
or other identifier, that specifies the customer’s options. It is also essential to have nearly zero 
changeover time on equipment so that a lot size of a single unit can be produced economically.

Postponement is used to defer a portion of the production until the point of delivery. 
For example, customized T-shirt shops can put a unique design on a T-shirt at the point 
of purchase. Hewlett-Packard printers receive their final configuration for various volt-
ages and power supplies at U.S. or overseas warehouses before delivery. Postponement 
makes it possible to ship standard units anywhere in the world and customize them at the 
last minute.

From a manufacturing point of view, mass customization has changed the dynamics 
of the product-process matrix. Flexible automation makes it possible to make small lot 
sizes along with large lot sizes without a great cost penalty. Thus, with mass customiza-
tion a firm can operate over a wider range of product choices without major changes to its 

Shoes with a customized “fit” 
are significantly more elusive. While 
there are firms offering custom-fitted 
shoes, they sell at prices reflecting 
the significant work to individually 
size the shoe, most likely performed 
in a job shop. These shoes are cus-
tom, but not mass customized.

Mass customization gives custom-
ers many options, as well as the enjoyment of designing 
and using a product with their own personal stamp on it.

Nike and Nike-owned Converse, 
among other athletic shoe brands, 
offer customized shoes that can be 
ordered online for a reasonable price 
and delivered within a few weeks. 
Customers can select from numerous 
fabric or leather colors and patterns 
on various pieces of the shoe, as well 
as the colors of laces, stitching, and 
soles. These shoes, with their many customizable options, 
are an example of successful mass customization.

Nike Does It

OPERATIONS LEADER

obsession.24k/Stockimo/Alamy Stock Photo

∙ Every function in every organization touches Operations and the Supply 
Chain in some manner. This is the first book to add materials in every 
chapter to show how topics apply to majors in Marketing,  Finance, 
Accounting, Human Resources, and Information Systems. The hand-
shake symbol indicates these cross-functional decisions.
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 Preface vii

∙ Students can both  preview and review the key points and terms. These are found at the end 
of each chapter.
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container is being moved from A to B, two full contain-
ers are sitting in the input area of work center B, and one 
container is being used at B. These eight containers are 
needed since work center A also produces parts for other 
work centers, machines at A may break down, and move 
times from A to B are not always exactly predictable.

Some companies control the movement of containers 
by using two types of kanban cards: production cards 
and withdrawal (move) cards. These cards are used to 
authorize production and to identify the parts in any 
container. Instead of using cards, production can also 
be controlled by kanban squares that visually signal the 
need for work (to fill the kanban square), or by visual 
control of the empty containers.

Most importantly, the kanban system is visual in 
nature. As empty containers accumulate, it is a clear 
signal that the producing work center is falling behind. 
When all the containers are filled, production is stopped. 
The production lot size is exactly equal to one container 
of parts. All parts are neatly placed in containers of a 
fixed size. All of these are visual indicators of the work 
that should be done or stopped.

The number of containers needed to operate a work center is a function of the demand 

formula:2

 n =   DT ___ 
C

   

where n = total number of containers

D = demand rate of the using work center

C =  container size, in number of parts, usually less than 10 percent of daily demand

T =  time for a container to complete an entire circuit: filled, wait, moved, used, and 
returned to be filled again (also called lead time)

2 Safety stock can be added to the numerator to account for uncertainty in demand or time.

KANBAN SQUARE AT HONEYWELL. The dashed rectangle 
signals the need for the production of a cabinet. Only one 
cabinet is placed on this square at a time. When the square is 
emptied by subsequent production, another cabinet is produced.
©Tulasi Ranganathan/Honeywell

Suppose demand at the receiving work center B is 2 parts per minute and a standard con-
tainer holds 25 parts. It takes 100 minutes for a container to make a complete circuit from 
work center A to work center B and back to A again, including all setup, run, move, and wait 
times. The number of containers needed in this case is:

 n =   
2(100)

 ______ 
25

   = 8 

The maximum inventory in the production system, a useful measure of how lean the 
system is, equal to the container size times the number of containers (200 units = 8 × 25), 
since the most inventory we can have is all containers filled:

 Maximum inventory = nC = DT 

Example
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LEARNING 
ENRICHMENT 
(for self-study or 
instructor assignments)

Introduction to Lean Thinking—Gemba Academy Video
 https://youtu.be/a255lkYgIpI 6:35

Routing Out Waste in a Hospital Video
 https://youtu.be/jZLtbye--sg 8:46

Lean Manufacturing Tour—5S implementation Video
 https://youtu.be/mqgHUwSaKj8 9:13

The Toyota Production System Video
 https://youtu.be/P-bDlYWuptM 4:14

Push vs. Pull with Kanban Simulation Video
 https://youtu.be/a7YvJB0n16I 8:48

SOLVED PROBLEMS

 1. Kanban and takt time. A work center uses kanban containers that hold 300 parts. To 
produce enough parts to fill the container, 90 minutes of setup plus run time are needed. 
Moving the container to the next workstation, waiting time, processing time at the next 
workstation, and return of the empty container take 140 minutes. There is an overall 
demand rate of nine units per minute.

 a. Calculate the number of containers needed for the system.
 b. What is the maximum inventory in the system?
 c. A quality team has discovered how to reduce setup time by 65 minutes. If these 

changes are made, can the number of containers be reduced?
 d. What is the takt time for this process?

Problem

 a. T is the time required for a container to complete an entire circuit, in this case 
90 minutes for setup and run time plus 140 minutes to move the container through 
the rest of the circuit.

 n = DT ÷ C = (9 × (90 + 140)) ÷ 300 = 6.9 (round up to 7) 

 b. Since production will stop when all the containers are full, the maximum inventory 
is when all containers are full, that is, nC:

 nC = 7(300) = 2100 

 c. n = DT ÷ C = (9 × (25 + 140)) ÷ 300 = 4.95 (round up to 5), so yes, the number of 
containers can be reduced from 7 to 5.

 d. Takt time = 1/9 minute = 60/9 seconds = 6.67 seconds. Since the process produces 
9 units per minute, the takt time is 1/9 minute or 6.67 seconds per unit.

Solution

 2. Kanban. Work center A produces parts that are then processed by work center 
B.   Kanban containers used by the work centers hold 100 parts. The overall rate of 
demand is 4.5 parts per minute at work center B. The table below shows setup, run, 
move, and wait times for parts at each of the work centers.
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7.7 KEY POINTS AND TERMS

Lean concepts, principles, and tenets can be deployed to reduce waste in manufacturing 
and service firms. We have seen how the lean tenets create lean production systems with 
non-value-added activities eliminated and waste minimized. Key points in the chapter 
include the following:

 ∙ Lean thinking is a way of thinking about processes that includes five tenets: specify 
customer value, improve the value stream, flow the product or service, pull from the 
customer, and strive for perfection.

 ∙ The five lean tenets seek to eliminate waste by utilizing the full capability of workers 
and partners in continuous improvement efforts. Lean tools, or methods, are described 
for each of the five tenets.

 ∙ In manufacturing, smooth flow is ensured by a stable and level master schedule. 
This requires consistent daily production within the master schedule and mixed 
model assembly. Takt time matches the rate of output with the average demand rate 
in the market.

 ∙ Reducing lot sizes, setup times, and lead times is the key to decreasing inventories in a 
lean production system and ensures smooth flow. Service and administrative activities 
should also work toward a fast changeover from one customer to the next and a reduced 
lead time.

 ∙ The plant layout in a lean production system requires much less space and encourages 
evolution toward cellular or group technology layouts.

 ∙ A lean system requires cross-trained workers who can perform multiple tasks. A flex-
ible workforce will require changing the way workers are selected, trained, evaluated, 
and rewarded.

 ∙ A kanban system is used to pull parts through the production system. A fixed number of 
containers is provided for each part, thus limiting the amount of work-in-process inven-
tory. The pull system can also be applied in service operations by providing only what 
is needed when it is needed by the customer.

 ∙ New supplier relationships must be established to make lean production successful. 
Frequent deliveries and reliable quality are required. Often, long-term single-source 
contracts will be negotiated with suppliers.

 ∙ Kaizen emphasizes continuous improvement. Kaizen events are used to implement lean 
thinking improvements quickly in one week or less on a particular process.

 ∙ Lean concepts, principles, and techniques can be applied to design, manufacturing, dis-
tribution, services, and the supply chain.

Key Terms Toyota Production System 
(TPS) 119

Just-in-Time (JIT) 
manufacturing 119

Lean production 119
Lean thinking 120
Waste (muda) 121
Value stream 121
Value stream  

mapping 121
Gemba 121

Internal setup 128
External setup 128
Cellular manufacturing 129
Preventative maintenance 129
Cross-training 130
Respect for people 130
Kanban 130
Reducing lead time 133
Supplier relationships 133
Co-location 133
Kaizen 135

Push 123
Pull 123
Perfection 124
5 Whys 125
5S 125
Stabilizing the master 

schedule 127
Uniform load 127
Takt time 127
Reducing setup time 128
Single setups 128

∙ To help practice calculations, example boxes are included within chapters and solved 
problems are added at the end of the chapter.
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7.7 KEY POINTS AND TERMS

Lean concepts, principles, and tenets can be deployed to reduce waste in manufacturing 
and service firms. We have seen how the lean tenets create lean production systems with 
non-value-added activities eliminated and waste minimized. Key points in the chapter 
include the following:

 ∙ Lean thinking is a way of thinking about processes that includes five tenets: specify 
customer value, improve the value stream, flow the product or service, pull from the 
customer, and strive for perfection.

 ∙ The five lean tenets seek to eliminate waste by utilizing the full capability of workers 
and partners in continuous improvement efforts. Lean tools, or methods, are described 
for each of the five tenets.

 ∙ In manufacturing, smooth flow is ensured by a stable and level master schedule. 
This requires consistent daily production within the master schedule and mixed 
model assembly. Takt time matches the rate of output with the average demand rate 
in the market.

 ∙ Reducing lot sizes, setup times, and lead times is the key to decreasing inventories in a 
lean production system and ensures smooth flow. Service and administrative activities 
should also work toward a fast changeover from one customer to the next and a reduced 
lead time.

 ∙ The plant layout in a lean production system requires much less space and encourages 
evolution toward cellular or group technology layouts.

 ∙ A lean system requires cross-trained workers who can perform multiple tasks. A flex-
ible workforce will require changing the way workers are selected, trained, evaluated, 
and rewarded.

 ∙ A kanban system is used to pull parts through the production system. A fixed number of 
containers is provided for each part, thus limiting the amount of work-in-process inven-

is needed when it is needed by the customer.
 ∙ New supplier relationships must be established to make lean production successful. 

Frequent deliveries and reliable quality are required. Often, long-term single-source 
contracts will be negotiated with suppliers.

 ∙ Kaizen emphasizes continuous improvement. Kaizen events are used to implement lean 
thinking improvements quickly in one week or less on a particular process.

 ∙ Lean concepts, principles, and techniques can be applied to design, manufacturing, dis-
tribution, services, and the supply chain.

Key Terms Toyota Production System 
(TPS) 119

Just-in-Time (JIT) 
manufacturing 119

Lean production 119
Lean thinking 120
Waste (muda) 121
Value stream 121
Value stream  

mapping 121
Gemba 121

Internal setup 128
External setup 128
Cellular manufacturing 129
Preventative maintenance 129
Cross-training 130
Respect for people 130
Kanban 130
Reducing lead time 133
Supplier relationships 133
Co-location 133
Kaizen 135

Push 123
Pull 123
Perfection 124
5 Whys 125
5S 125
Stabilizing the master 

schedule 127
Uniform load 127
Takt time 127
Reducing setup time 128
Single setups 128

∙ Twenty-two Excel spreadsheets are included for solving problems and analyzing case 
studies using analytic methods.
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 a. Using this five-day sample, is the process of the fish 
supplier in control in average and range?

 b. How can the supplier more carefully control the pro-
cess to provide 100 pounds of fish each day?

11. As cereal boxes are filled in a factory, they 
are weighed for their contents by an automatic 

scale. The target value is to put 10 ounces of cereal in 
each box. Twenty samples of three boxes each have 
been weighed for quality control purposes. The fill 
weight for each box is shown below.

 a. Calculate the center line and control limits for the   
_
 x   

and R charts from these data.
 b. Plot each of the 20 samples on the   

_
 x   and R control 

charts and determine which samples are out of 
control.

 c. Do you think the process is stable enough to begin 
to use these data as a basis for calculating    x   and   

_
 R   

and to begin to take periodic samples of 3 for quality 
control purposes?

 12. A certain process has an upper specification limit of 
220 and a lower specification limit of 160. The process 
standard deviation is 6, and the mean is 170.

 a. Calculate Cp and Cpk for this process.
 b. What could be done to improve the process capabil-

ity Cpk to 1.0?
 13. A certain process is under statistical control and 

has a mean value of μ = 130 and a standard devia-
tion of σ = 8. The specifications for this process are 
USL = 150, LSL = 100.

 a. Calculate Cp and Cpk.
 b. Which of these indices is a better measure of process 

capability? Why?
 c. Assuming a normal distribution, what percent 

of the output can be expected to fall outside the 
specifications?

 14. A customer has specified that they require a process 
capability of Cp = 1.5 for a certain product. Assume 
that USL = 1100, LSL = 700, and the process is cen-
tered within the specification range.

 a. What standard deviation should the process have?
 b. What is the process mean value?
 c. What can the company do if it is not capable of 

meeting these requirements?

Observation
Sample 1 2 3

 1 10.01 9.90 10.03
 2 9.87 10.20 10.15
 3 10.08 9.89 9.76
 4 10.17 10.01 9.83
 5 10.21 10.13 10.04
 6 10.16 10.02 9.85
 7 10.14 9.89 9.80
 8 9.86 9.91 9.99
 9 10.18 10.04 9.96
 10 9.91 9.87 10.06
 11 10.08 10.14 10.03
 12 9.71 9.87 9.92
 13 10.14 10.06 9.84
 14 10.16 10.17 10.19
 15 10.13 9.94 9.92
 16 10.16 9.81 9.87
 17 10.20 10.10 10.03
 18 9.87 9.93 10.06
 19 9.84 9.91 9.99
 20 10.06 10.19 10.01

∙ Throughout the text, company and industry examples illustrate real use of the ideas.
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a service, rather than volume, is the main characteris-
tic that affects the design of the service process and the 
way the service is delivered.

Self-service by customers is also a consideration in 
service delivery system design. Customers may serve as 
labor at key points in a service process, such as bagging 
their own groceries, or they may complete an entire 
service process independently, as occurs when they 
fill their tanks at a self-service gas station. Self-service 
usually benefits the firm as customers provide “free” 
labor during service delivery. For self-service to be a 
successful component of service delivery system design 
firms must design their service processes carefully for 
both simplicity and customer satisfaction.

Self-service is possible for any of the types of ser-
vices defined in the service delivery system matrix, 

from simple standardized services to highly customized services. A key issue for opera-
tions managers is designing self-service opportunities that customers are both willing and 
able to perform. While the relatively simple self-service offered at ATMs appeals to a wide 
range of customer segments, having to pull one’s retail selections from warehouse shelv-
ing (e.g., at IKEA stores) may limit the appeal of the retail service for some segments. An 
understanding of the needs of a firm’s target customer segments must serve as a guide to 
the right service delivery system design.

5.4 CUSTOMER CONTACT

We now look at interactions between customers and service organizations in detail to 
understand how the extent of customer contact relates to service processes. With low-
contact services, it is possible to separate a service into two portions: a service creation or 
production portion and a service consumption or delivery portion. By doing so, the cus-
tomer can be removed from the service creation portion. Separating the customer from the 
service production portion allows for greater standardization of processes and therefore 
better efficiency. Examples of low-contact services are processing of online orders and 
ATM transactions. As indicated above, these services are usually designed using a 
 provider-routed approach. See Figure 5.3, in which low-contact services are referred to as 
buffered core because these services are designed to be buffered or removed from interac-
tions with the customer.

At the other end of the contact spectrum, high-contact services involve the customer 
during the production of the service. Examples are dentistry, haircutting, and consulting. 
In these services, the customer can introduce uncertainty into the process with a result-
ing loss of efficiency. For example, a customer may impose unique requirements on the 
service provider, resulting in a need for more processing time. In this case, the service 
delivery system design typically will be customer-routed unless customization has been 
limited by the provider. These interactions are referred to as reactive in Figure 5.3 because 
the service delivery system must react to customer requests.

In the middle ground of customer contact, permeable systems have processes that are 
penetrated by customers in fairly restricted ways, usually via telephone or limited face-to-
face contact. Here, limited interaction with customers allows some customer preferences to 
be met. But such accommodation is restricted to maintain process efficiency.

LO5.4 Describe the 
effect on the service 
delivery system of 
customer contact.

Grocery self-service is a provider-routed service.
Syda Productions/Shutterstock
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technology and systems. For example, Southwest Airlines has the most productive employ-
ees in the airline industry. As a result of short routes, fast turnaround, and productive 
 employees, Southwest has 40 percent greater aircraft and pilot utilization than its competi-
tors. Employee retention and low employee turnover help drive productivity and customer 
value. Traditionally, the cost of employee turnover considers only the cost of recruiting, 
hiring, and training replacements. In reality, the greatest cost of turnover is the lost produc-
tivity and decreased customer satisfaction associated with new employees. At Southwest 
Airlines, customer perceptions of service value are high, based on low fares, on-time ser-
vice, and friendly and helpful employees.

Employee retention and productivity are driven by having satisfied employees. For 
example, a study of insurance company employees found that 30 percent of dissatisfied 
employees intended to leave the company, a potential turnover rate three times that of satis-
fied employees. Satisfied employees are the result of internal service quality. This includes 
the employee selection process, job design, reward systems, and the technology used to 
support service workers. Focusing management’s attention on improving internal service 
quality systems to provide support for employees in conducting their work can improve 
employee satisfaction, productivity, and turnover. Employees will be satisfied with their 
jobs when they feel that they can act on behalf of customers. This will lead to both employee 
and customer satisfaction. This is achieved in part by giving front-line employees latitude 
to use resources to meet customer needs immediately. For example, in Ritz-Carlton Hotels, 
front-line employees are authorized to spend up to $2000 to satisfy a customer need.

The service-profit chain illustrates the central role of employees in delivering services to 
customers. During the delivery of services, employees are the “face” of the company and 
their satisfaction is directly observed by customers, often influencing customer perceptions 
of the service as well. This differentiates services from manufacturing, since manufacturing 
employees rarely have direct contact with customers. A manufacturing employee’s effect 
on customer satisfaction is through the product that the customer may receive days, weeks, 
or months later. However, the morale, attitude, and satisfaction of service employees is 
directly—and immediately—related to customer satisfaction and loyalty. There is no buffer 
zone between service employees and customers in high- or medium-contact services.

The service delivery system design should reflect this direct contact between service 
employees and customers. This can be done by providing real-time (during the service 
delivery) tools such as access to customer information to help service employees perform 
their jobs. For example, bank tellers who can quickly scan relevant portions of a cus-
tomer account while the cus-
tomer is face-to-face or on the 
telephone with them can pres-
ent banking products that fit 
the customer profile. Such per-
sonalized selling opportunities 
tend to be more successful than 
low-contact marketing, such 
as mail or e-mail. Services 
can also be improved through 
so-called “smile training” in 
which service workers are 
trained to be nice to customers 
and seek their satisfaction even 
in  pressure situations. Service 
workers should be rewarded for 

Harrah’s uses superior customer service to increase profits.
Leonard Zhukovsky/123RF
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The changeover cost of the production line depends 
on which type of mower is being produced and the next 
production model planned. For example, it is relatively 
easy to change over from the 20-inch push mower to the 
20-inch self-propelled mower, since the mower frame is 
the same. The self-propelled mower has a propulsion 
unit added and a slightly larger engine. The company 
estimated the changeover costs as shown in Exhibit 2.

Lawn King fabricates the metal frames and metal parts 
for its lawn mowers in its own machine shop. These fabri-
cated parts are sent to the assembly line along with parts 
purchased directly from vendors. In the past year, approx-
imately $8 million in parts and supplies were purchased, 
including engines, bolts, paint, wheels, and sheet steel. 
An inventory of $1 million in purchased parts is held to 
supply the machine shop and the assembly line. When a 
particular mower is running on the assembly line, only a 
few days of parts are kept at the plant, since supplies are 
constantly coming into the factory.

John Conner, marketing manager for Lawn King, looked 
over the beautiful countryside as he drove to the cor-
porate headquarters in Moline, Illinois. John had asked 
his boss, Kathy Wayne, the general manager of Lawn 
King, to call a meeting in order to review the latest fore-
cast figures for fiscal year 2020.1 When he arrived at 
the plant, the meeting was ready to begin. Others in 
attendance at the meeting were James Fairday, plant 
manager; Joan Peterson, controller; and Harold Pinter, 
personnel officer.

John started the meeting by reviewing the latest situ-
ation: “I’ve just returned from our annual sales meeting, 
and I think we lost more sales last year than we thought, 
due to back-order conditions at the factory. We have 
also reviewed the forecast for next year and feel that 
sales will be 110,000 units in fiscal year 2020. The 
marketing department feels this forecast is realistic and 
could be exceeded if all goes well.”

At this point, James Fairday interrupted by saying, 
“John, you’ve got to be kidding. Just three months ago we 
all sat in this same room and you predicted sales of 98,000 
units for fiscal 2020. Now you’ve raised the forecast by 12 
percent. How can we do a reasonable job of production 
planning when we have a moving target to shoot at?”

Kathy interjected, “Jim, I appreciate your concern, but 
we have to be responsive to changing market condi-
tions. Here we are in September and we still haven’t got 
a firm plan for fiscal 2020, which has just started. I want 
to use the new forecast and develop a Sales and Opera-
tions Plan (S&OP) for next year as soon as possible.”

John added, “We’ve been talking to our best custom-
ers, and they’re complaining about back orders during 
the peak selling season. A few have threatened to drop 
our product line if they don’t get better service next 
year. We have to produce not only enough product but 
also the right models to service the customer.”

MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Lawn King is a small-sized producer of lawn mower 
equipment. Last year, sales were $14.5 million and pretax 
profits were $2 million, as shown in Exhibit 1. The com-
pany makes four lines of lawn mowers: an 18-inch push 
mower, a 20-inch push mower, a 20-inch self-propelled 
mower, and a 22-inch deluxe self-propelled mower. All 
these mowers are made on the same assembly line. Dur-
ing the year, the line is changed over from one mower to 
the next to meet the actual and projected demand.

Case Study  Lawn King, Inc.: Sales and Operations Planning

EXHIBIT 1 Profit and loss statement ($000).

FY2018 FY2019

Sales $ 11,611 $ 14,462
Cost of goods sold
 Materials  6,340  8,005
 Direct labor  2,100  2,595
 Depreciation  743  962
 Overhead  256  431
  Total CGS  9,439  11,993
G&A expense  270  314
Selling expense  140  197
  Total expenses  9,849  12,504
Pretax profit  1,762  1,958

1The Lawn King 2020 fiscal year runs from September 1, 2019, to 
August 31, 2020.

This case was prepared by Roger G. Schroeder for class discussion. Copyright © by Roger G. Schroeder, 2016, 2019. All rights 
are reserved. Reprinted with permission.

Pixtal/age fotostock

∙ Case studies provide students practice in formulating and solving unstructured problems.
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∙ At the end of every chapter, Learning Enrichment boxes provide videos and websites where 
students can extend their knowledge on chapter topics using Internet content.
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50 Part One Introduction

 ∙ 3D printing, or additive manufacturing is useful for creating product prototypes. The 
speed and flexibility of this new technology enhances product design opportunities.

 ∙ Supply chain collaboration in NPD is essential. This should be accomplished by col-
laborating with both customers and suppliers in the NPD process.

 ∙ QFD is used to connect customer attributes to engineering characteristics. This typi-
cally is done through a technique called the house of quality that can be used for both 
manufacturing and services.

 ∙ 

considering only the combinations of options that have significant market demand.

Key Terms Market pull 38
Technology push 38
Interfunctional view 39
Concept development 40
Product design 40
Pilot production/testing 40
Process design 40

Quality function deployment 45
House of quality 45
Customer attributes 46
Engineering characteristics 46
Trade-offs 46
Target value 46
Modular design 48

Production prototypes 41
3D printing 41
Additive manufacturing 41
Misalignment 42
Sequential process 42
Concurrent engineering 42
Collaboration 43

LEARNING 
ENRICHMENT  
(for self-study or 
instructor assignments)

What Is the New Product Development Process? Video
https://youtu.be/vQZjNIRpuFg 2:49

Tools for Accelerating a Cross-functional Design Process Web Link
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/ 
accelerating-product-development-the-tools-you-need-now 

Prototyping Video
https://youtu.be/5SWt-TSYD08 2:26

3D Printing Prototype Example Video
https://youtu.be/RpFTRT8FkP0 3:02

Sustainability in New Product Development Video
https://youtu.be/-HS-slU-XTc 3:56

Discussion Questions
 1. Why is cross-functional cooperation important for new 

product design? What are the symptoms of a possible 
lack of cooperation?

 2. In what circumstances might a market-pull approach or 
a technology-push approach to new product design be 
the best approach?

 3. Describe the steps that might be required in writing and 
producing a play. Compare these steps to the three steps 
for NPD described in Section 3.2. How are they similar?

 4. Why has there been an increase in product variety in 
global markets?

 5. How can modular design help to control production 
variety and at the same time allow product variety?

 6. What is the proper role of the operations function in 
product design?

 7. What form does the product specification take for the 
following firms: a travel agency, a beer company, and a 
consulting firm?

KEY CHANGES IN THE EIGHTH EDITION
This book is known for its decision orientation and case studies. We have strengthened the 
decision-making framework by adding new material on digital technology, lean  systems, 
sustainability, and global supply chains. We also include new and existing cases to address 
these decisions. The Eighth Edition features a new 4-color design and the following 
major changes:

1. Cross-functional. Most books for operations and supply chain core courses are merely 
summaries for majors in operations and supply chain management. None address 
the general business student who is interested in Marketing, Finance, Accounting, 
or Information Systems. We make this book more applicable and interesting to the 
approximately 80 percent of business students who don’t major in operations and 
supply chain management. We add cross-functional materials in each chapter to show 
how the topics apply to non-majors. The handshake symbols in the margin identify 
the content.

2. Digital Technology. The Eighth Edition has substantial updates and additions on 
four digital technologies. 3D printing is becoming useful for producing spare parts, 
custom manufacturing, medical devices, dental implants, and architectural models. 
Blockchain software is being developed and tested by many global logistics compa-
nies. Artificial intelligence is rapidly developing for service applications, automo-
biles, and manufacturing plants. Analytics are being applied to both large and small 
databases. Analytics that are descriptive, predictive, or prescriptive in nature are 
discussed. These digital technologies are described in detail in several chapters in 
the book.

3. Supply Chain Sustainability. We introduce the idea of the triple bottom line regarding 
environmental, social, and economic sustainability. Sustainability is preserving the earth 
and resources for future generations. Environmental sustainability is related to global 
warming, clean water, clean air, and environmental protection. Social  sustainability 
means hiring a diverse workforce, ethical practices, providing equal opportunity, and 
safe working conditions, for example. Economic sustainability is making a sufficient 
profit for the firm’s survival in the future. Operations and supply chain managers 
are actively pursuing all three aspects of sustainability of operations and associated 
supply chains.
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 ∙ 3D printing, or additive manufacturing is useful for creating product prototypes. The 
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laborating with both customers and suppliers in the NPD process.
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cally is done through a technique called the house of quality that can be used for both 
manufacturing and services.

 ∙ Modular design is used to minimize the number of different parts needed to make a 
product line of related products. This can be done by designing standard modules and 
considering only the combinations of options that have significant market demand.
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for NPD described in Section 3.2. How are they similar?
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following firms: a travel agency, a beer company, and a 
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4. Global Supply Chains. In this new edition we have increased our attention to 
global supply chains by adding new sections on global services, global sourcing, 
and global logistics. The text explains how to make global decisions that balance 
the lower costs of overseas sourcing and logistics with the risks of quality failures, 
loss of intellectual property, increased monitoring costs, and exposure to financial 
and political risks.

5. Lean Systems. Most books discuss up to 15 techniques of lean including reduced 
setup time, small lot sizes, uniform load, and takt time. We have completely reor-
ganized the lean chapter around the five tenets and principles of lean systems to 
include all of these techniques. This clarifies lean systems in terms of creating 
value for the customer, eliminating waste, ensuring flow, customer pull, and striv-
ing for perfection.

6. Practical Examples. The text contains over 70 practical examples of concepts, ideas, 
and analytics. Nineteen new Operations Leader boxes have been added for companies 
including Southwest Airlines, Lego Group, Culver’s, Nike, LG Electronics, and Trader 
Joe’s. In addition twenty-five existing Operations Leader boxes have been updated in 
the various chapters.

7. Learning Enrichment boxes. Every chapter ends with a Learning Enrichment box 
for student self-study or instructor assignments. These boxes have YouTube video 
links and websites that expand on the coverage in the chapter. They cover ideas from 
the chapter in more detail or provide examples of the how the ideas are used. This 
is one of the first books to make extensive use of the Internet to enrich the material 
covered in the text.

When reviewers of this book were asked how they would describe the text to a col-
league, they said:

“I would highly recommend the book to them. While other textbooks either focus on the 
techniques or concepts, this book does a good job in addressing both equally well.”

“A solid textbook that is well-written. Good coverage of basic operations management 
material.”

“It is a guide to operations that takes a practical approach with a strong emphasis on 
case materials to put concepts into practice.”

CHAPTER REVISIONS AND CASES FOR THE EIGHTH EDITION
1. Introduction to Operations. The first part of the chapter is rewritten to clearly define 

operations and supply chain management. A new section explains the role of operations 
in the firm and the economy including productivity calculations. The triple bottom line 
is defined for environmental, social, and economic sustainability. Internet links are pro-
vided in the Learning Enrichment box on sustainability and globalization.

2. Operations and Supply Chain Strategy. A new Operations Leader box on Southwest 
Airlines is added. Sustainability, as an objective, is added to cost, quality, delivery and 
flexibility. Emphasis is placed on decision making in operations that is contingent on 
strategy.

3. Product Design. New content is added on the use of 3D printing for creating proto-
types. Concurrent engineering is illustrated using a new example from NASA. New 
Operations Leader boxes describe how The LEGO Group tackles sustainability chal-
lenges and how TPI Composites is developing and manufacturing blades for wind tur-
bine energy systems.
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 4. Process Selection. There is a new example of focused operations in a service firm, 
Midwest Orthopedic Specialty Hospital. Two new Operations Leader boxes describe 
the food production system at Culver’s and mass customization at Nike. We also 
expand on the role of 3D printing in modern manufacturing, particularly in the medi-
cal sector.

 5. Service Process Design. The relevance of service operations to non-majors is dis-
cussed. A new Operations Leader box on the City of Fort Collins is added. This 
edition is the first to offer sections on Technology for Services and Globalization 
of Services.

 6. Process-Flow Analysis. Cross-functional material is added to show its importance to 
systems thinking. A Learning Enrichment box is included with YouTube videos and 
Internet links on process mapping, Little’s Law, and queueing at Disney.

 7. Lean Thinking and Lean Systems. This chapter is completely reorganized around 
the five lean tenets to clarify the principles and concepts underlying lean thinking. 
New material is added on cellular manufacturing and the pull system. The chapter is 
the first to take a principle and conceptual approach to lean systems, rather than a list-
ing of techniques and methods used.

 8. Managing Quality. YouTube videos are added to the Learning Enrichment box to 
expand on ISO9000 certification, mistake proofing, and the Baldrige Award for health 
care. Quality is expanded to include the entire supply chain, not just the focal firm. 
The highly cross-functional nature of quality is emphasized.

 9. Quality Control and Improvement. We explain why all business students should 
learn about quality control. The difference between special causes and common causes 
is emphasized. We clarify the differences between statistical process control and pro-
cess capability. The section on Six Sigma was rewritten to expand the content.

 10. Forecasting. We shift our description of forecasting to “analytics” so that students 
can understand how the popular focus on analytics is utilized in operations and supply 
chain. There is a new section on big data and its use in forecasting, along with a new 
Operations Leader box on how Amazon uses big data in its own forecasting. When 
and how to use MADt is clarified, in addition to many minor clarifications in using 
formulas throughout the chapter.

 11. Capacity Planning. We expand discussion about how all functions are involved in 
and impacted by capacity planning. Improvements in the descriptions of Sales and 
Operations Planning (S&OP) as well as aggregate planning help to clarify the process 
involved and the challenges faced. Calculations for level and chase strategies are clari-
fied. New Operations Leader boxes on Delta Airlines and Hostess Brands make these 
concepts tangible for students.

 12. Scheduling Operations. We add new material on the theory of constraints about how 
to identify the bottleneck constraint and eliminate it while subordinating everything 
else. In the Learning Enrichment box interesting YouTube videos are provided on job 
shop scheduling at Washburn Guitar, round-robin CPU scheduling, and the theory 
of constraints.

 13. Project Planning and Scheduling. The chapter is updated to illustrate the many 
industry settings in which projects require skilled management—from manufacturing 
to service firms, nonprofits, and government. A new Operations Leader box on the 
Carlsbad Desalination Plant in San Diego provides a nice example of a major multi-
government project. Other updates include the Project Management Institute’s Body 
of Knowledge in Table 13.3.
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 14. Independent Demand Inventory. The chapter includes additional content on ven-
dor managed inventory (VMI), along with a new Operations Leader box illustrating 
VMI at Procter and Gamble Co. An additional new Operations Leader box on IKEA 
describes the use of a min/max inventory replenishment system. The Learning Enrich-
ment box at the end of the chapter provides video and web sources for additional 
information.

 15. Materials Requirements Planning and ERP. We clarify for students exactly which 
elements constitute the MRP system. We also describe the use of Oracle’s ERP soft-
ware at Cleveland Clinic to help students understand the breadth of these system’s use 
in industry. A new Operations Leader box on LG Electronics provides a useful illustra-
tion of how a global firm benefits from these systems.

 16. Supply Chain Management. This is one of the first books to have a separate section 
on blockchain technology to explain its uses and methods. More details are also pro-
vided on the SCOR model. We rewrote the section on measures of throughput time, 
cash-to-cash cycle time and total delivered cost for analyzing an entire supply chain. 
We added a new section on the Amazon effect and omni-channel marketing, also a 
first in textbooks.

 17. Sourcing. The chapter includes an entirely new section on Global Sourcing, including 
discussion of risks and benefits. Presentation of Total Cost Analysis is expanded. A 
new Operations Leader box on Trader Joe’s sourcing strategy will appeal to students.

 18. Global Logistics. A new section on Global Logistics includes a figure to illustrate the 
multimodal activities in global supply chains. The concepts of intermodal and ship-
ping zones have been added and described. A new Operations Leader box on Home 
Depot provides insight on how online sales are served from stores and warehouses, 
while an expanded box on Ryder gives students a glimpse of the people and assets 
needed for this major 3PL provider.

Case Study Revisions
A few of the 19 case studies are described below:

Amazon Revolutionizes Supply Chain Management. This new case, written  exclusively 
for this book, describes the evolution of Amazon’s supply chain and its purchase  of 
Whole  Foods. It challenges students to think about how Amazon can change the future 
of Whole Foods to increase its revenues and earnings. The case also contrasts what Walmart 
is doing to use e-commerce to compete with Amazon. The case asks students to define the 
effect of the emergent business strategies of Amazon and Walmart on the supply chains of 
these companies in terms of locations, sourcing, capacity, and inventory.

Operations Strategy at BYD of China, Electrifying the World’s Automotive Market. 
BYD, the leading electric vehicle company in the world, must develop a strategy for adapt-
ing its supply chain in the future. We updated this case from its last update in 2015 and 
revised the teaching note for this rapidly changing industry.

Early Supplier Integration for John Deere Skid-Steer Loader. Deere and Company must 
decide how to involve suppliers in the design of its new Skid-Steer Loader. This case is 
updated and the teaching note revised.

The Evolution of Lean Six Sigma at 3M Inc. Students are asked to evaluate 3M’s use of 
Six Sigma and lean thinking. We added significant new information since the last update 
in 2012.

Consolidated Electric: Inventory Control. Management is designing a new inven-
tory control system. The student questions are tailored to increase student learning about 
this system.
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Altimus Brands: Managing Procurement Risk. Altimus is deciding which of four off-
shore suppliers offers the lowest cost and risk for future purchase contracts. We updated 
the case and wrote a new teaching note.

ShelterBox: A Decade of Disaster Relief. After the Haiti earthquake of 2010,  ShelterBox 
provided immediate relief and is considering what decisions should be made in advance of 
future disasters. A new teaching note was written for this case.

INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES
McGraw-Hill Connect®
McGraw-Hill Connect® is an online assignment and assessment solution that connects 
students with the tools and resources they’ll need to achieve success through faster learn-
ing, higher retention, and more efficient studying. It provides instructors with tools to 
quickly pick content and assignments according to the topics they want to emphasize.

Instructor Library. The Connect Operations Management Instructor Library is your 
repository for additional resources to improve student engagement in and out of class. You can 
select and use any asset that enhances your lecture. The Connect Instructor Library includes:
∙ Solutions Manual. Prepared by the authors, this manual contains solutions to all the 

end-of-chapter problems and cases.
∙ Test Bank. The Test Bank includes true/false, multiple-choice, and discussion ques-

tions/problems at varying levels of difficulty. All test bank questions are also available 
in a flexible electronic test generator. The answers to all questions are given, along with 
a rating of the level of difficulty, chapter learning objective met, Bloom’s taxonomy 
question type, and the AACSB knowledge category.

∙ PowerPoint Slides. The PowerPoint slides draw on the highlights of each chapter and provide 
an opportunity for the instructor to emphasize the key concepts in class discussions.

∙ Digital Image Library. All the figures in the book are included for insertion in Power-
Point slides or for class discussion.

∙ Excel Spreadsheets. Twenty Excel Spreadsheets are provided for students to solve des-
ignated problems at the end of chapters.

∙ Technical Chapters. Additional Operations analytics are available in four inline Tech-
nical Chapters. These are available in the Instructor Resource Library through Connect, 
or by visiting the URL at www.mhhe.com/schroeder8e
The instructor and student resources can also be accessed directly at www.mhhe.com/

schroeder8e.

Tegrity Campus: Lectures 24/7
Tegrity Campus is a service that makes class time available 24/7 by automatically cap-
turing every lecture in a searchable format for students to review when they study and 
complete assignments. With a simple one-click start-and-stop process, you capture all 
computer screens and corresponding audio. Students can replay any part of any class with 
easy-to-use browser-based viewing on a PC or Mac.
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